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What a cleverly chosen band name: GangArt. It allows several associations: the Duden, a German dic-
tionary, defines Gangart as the different gaits of a horse: the walk, the trot, and the gallop. This mirrors 
the compositions of the band, sometimes pacing thoughtfully ahead, sometimes galloping relentlessly 
forwards. Furthermore, there is the difference between the natural gaits and the ambling gaits, which 
are typical for example for camels and elephants. Here, too, parallels can be drawn to the music of 
the band: they move forwards in different metres, which intermingle in intricate and sometimes even 
contrary ways. Finally, gang in English can refer to a task force, a team, or a clique. GangArt weaves 
artful tapestries of sound that are created out of solistic elegance as well as closely knit harmonies. Five 
young musicians from Switzerland, which is known for its excellent schools of jazz, were united under 
the artistic direction of double bass player Raphael Walser to test the boundaries of jazz music and 
explore the new terrains beyond. They are full of curiosity, ready to take risks and happy to experiment. 
Is it all just youthful mischief? Well, if youthful mischief sounds like this, everyone should like to stay 
young for a while.

The double bass player and composer Raphael Walser, born in 1988, grew up near Zurich in a family of 
musicians. He started taking double bass lessons when he was only eleven years old, at first classical, 
but later on he studied jazz at the Zurich University of the Arts ZHdK. Even before that, he was part of 
various jazz bands. Already during his studies, he was able to claim prizes and play at festivals in both 
Switzerland and Germany. After completing his studies in 2013 he founded his own band GangArt. 
Their first album is released as part of the renowned series „Jazz Thing Next Generation.“

Alto saxophone player Tobias Meier, born in 1984, also comes from Zurich. His velvety soft sound, his 
well-thought-out solos as well as his amazing technique lead to him becoming a much sought-after 
musician. He seems to have a 24/7 work schedule: next to working with various bands, he is also an 
active graphic artist, he has his own label and curates various concert series.
The tenor saxophone player, Niculin Janett, born in 1989 in a traditional swiss folk music family, also 
studied at the Zurich University of the Arts under Swiss icons such as Christoph Grab and Reto Suhner. 
He polished his technique during a stay in New York, where he took lessons with Loren Stillman and 
Vincent Herring. By now, he has developed his own sound and creates some outstanding highlights.
Pianist Marc Méan, born in 1985, is already internationally known. He took part in the Montreux Jazz 
Solo Competition and the BMW Welt Jazz Award. He studied in Lausanne and Copenhagen (under 
Thierry Lang and Django Bates). He has been touring Europe and has ventured even further. Recently, 
he spent several months in Shanghai.
The percussionist Jonas Ruther studied in Lucerne. The fact that Gerry Hemingway was one of his 
teachers is immediately recognisable in his sound. He does not simply build a rhythmical base for the 
band, but he influences its sound significantly.

LINE uP
Tobias Meier, alto sax
Niculin Janett, tenor sax
Marc Méan, piano
Raphael Walser, double bass & composition
Jonas Ruther, drums

DISCOGRAPHY
Wolfgang (2014), Double Moon Records/Jazz Thing (Next Generation, vol. 55)

contact & booking: Raphael Walser, www.raphaelwalser.ch, walser.raphael@gmail.com, +41792041060


